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1 Introduction
For a cuspidal Heeke eigenform f of weight k with respect to SPn(Z), let
L(f, s, St) be the standard zeta function of f. Let m be a positive integer such
that pen) ::; m ::; k - nand m == ti mod 2, where pen) = 3, or 1 accorrding as

n

== 1 mod 4 and n 2 5, or not. Then the value

f f
of f

< , >

Jr

~~{;,~')72tlnk+(n+l)m

belongs to Q(f) if all the Fourier coefficients
belong to Q(f), where
< I, f > is the Petersson product and Q(f) is the field over Q generated
by all Heeke eigenvalues (d. [3], [25]). In this paper, we consider the relation
between these values and the congruence of Heeke eigenvalues of cusp forms.
This type of problem was first considered by Doi and Hida [7] in terms of
special values of Rankin-Selberg zeta functions, and by Hida [13] in terms of
special values of standard zeta functions in the elliptic modular case. In [17]
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and [18], we also considered this problem in a different way from theirs. In
Section 5, we give a generalization of our result in terms of the denominantor of special values of standard zeta functions in the Siegel modular form
case (ef. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3). The main tool for proving our main results
is the pullback formula for Siegel Eisenstein series due to Becherer [2], [3],
and Garrett [10], which we will review in Section 4. This formula has been
already used to prove to algebraicity of the special values of the standard
zeta functions stated above. However, to complete the proof of our main results, we have to consider the integrality of the Eisenstein series acted by
a certain differential operators. We will discuss this integrality in Sections
2 and 3. Furthermore, to formulate our main results reasonably, we have
to consider a normalization of the standard zeta values because we have no
normalization of Heeke eigenforms in case n 2 2 unlike the elliptic modular
case. We discuss this normalization of the standard zeta values in Section 5.
Furthermore, in Section 6, we propose a conjecture concerning the congruence between Saito-Kurokawa lifts and non-Saito-Kurokawa lifts, and prove
it under certain condition. We note that this type of conjecture has been
proposed by Harder [11], [12] under more general situation. We note that we
can formulate this type of conjecture for congruence primes of the Ikeda lift,
which we will discuss in a subsequent paper. We also note that we can give
exact values of the standard zeta function by using our method (ef. [19]).

Notation. For a commutative ring R, we denote by Mmn(R) the set of
(m, n)-matrices with entries in R. In particular put Mn(R) = Mnn(R). Here
we understand Mmn(R) the set of the empty matrix if m = 0 or n = O.
For an (m,n)-matrix X and an (m,m)-matrix A, we write A[X] = tXAX,
where t X denotes the transpose of X. Let a be an element of R. Then for
an element X of Mmn(R) we often use the same symbol X to denote the
coset X mod aMmn(R). Put GLm(R) = {A E Mm(R) I det A E R*}, where
det A denotes the determinant of a square matrix A, and R* denotes the
unit group of R. Let 5 n(R) denote the set of symmetric matrices of degree
n with entries in R. Furthermore, for an integral domain R of characteristic
different from 2, let 1i n (R) denote the set of half-integral matrices of degree
ti over R, that is, 1i n (R ) is the set of symmetric matrices of degree n whose
(i, j)-component belongs to R or ~ R according as i = j or not. For a subset
5 of Mn(R) we denote by S? the subset of 5 consisting of non-degenerate
matrices. In particular, if 5 is a subset of 5 n(R) with R the field of real
numbers, we denote by 5>0 (resp. 5>0) the subset of 5 consisting of positive
definite (resp. semi-positive definitejmatrices, Let R' be a subring of R. Two
symmetric matrices A and A' with entries in R are called equivalent over R'
with each other and write A RI A' if there is an element X of GLn(R') such
that A' = A[X]. We also write A rv A' if there is no fear of confusion. For
square matrices X and Y we write X -.lY = (

~ ~).
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2 Fourier coefficients of Siegel-Eisenstein series
For a complex number x put e(x)

= exp(27TRx). Furthermore put I n =

(': 0lnn ) , where In denotes the unit matrix of degree n: For a subring K
of R put

GSPn(K)+ = {M E GL 2n(K) I In[M] = K(M)Jn with some K(M) > O},
and
Furthermore, put

Let H; be Siegel's upper half-space. For each element M

GSPn(R)+ and Z

E

=

(~~)

E

H n put
M(Z) = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)-l

and

j(M, Z) = det(CZ + D).

Furthermore, for a function f on H n we define flkM as

UlkM)(Z) = det(M)k/2j(M, Z)-kf(M(Z)).
A function f on H n is called a Coo-modular form of weight k with respect
if it satisfies the following conditions:

to

tv»

(i)

f

is a Coo-function on H n

(ii) UlkM)(Z)

;

= f(Z) for any M

E

tv»,

We call a Coo-modular form f a holomorphic modular form if
(i) f is holomorphic on H n ;
(ii) if n = 1, for any a > O,f(z) is bounded on the set {x + R y I y 2: a}
for each a > O.
We denote by '5J1 k(r(n)) (resp. '5J1k'(r(n)) the space of holomorphic (resp.
COO_) modular forms of weight k with respect to tv». For a modular form
f of weight k with respect to tv», let

f(Z) =

L

af(A)e(tr(AZ)),

AE1-l(Zho

be the Fourier expansion of f(Z), where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. We
call f(Z) a cusp form if af(A) = 0 unless A is positive-definite. We denote by
6 k (r (n)) the submodule of '5J1 k (r(n)) consisting of cusp forms. Let dv denote
the invariant volume element on H n defined by dv = det(Im(Z) )-n-l /\l:'Oj:'Ol:'On

4
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(dXji /\ dYjl). Here for Z E H n we write Z = (Xji) + A(Yjl) with real matrices (Xjl) and (Yjl). For two C=-modular forms f and g of weight k with
respect to tv» we define the Petersson scalar product < f, g > by

r

< f,g >=

f(Z)g(Z)det(Im(Z))kdv,

} r(n)\H n

provided the integral converges.
For a positive even integer k we define the Siegel Eisenstein series En,k(Z, s)
of degree n as
[n/2]

En,k(Z, s) = ((1-k-2s)

II ((1-2k-4s+2i)
;=1

L

j(M, Z)-k(det(Im(M(Z)))Y

MErJ;:\r(n)

( Z E Hn,s E C), where ((*) is Riemann's zeta function, and

{(;n :)

E

r!;;) =

r(n)}. Then En,dZ, s) is holomorphic at s = 0 as a function of

s. Furtheremore, assume that k ~ (n + 1)/2. Then En,k(Z, 0) is holomorphic
as a function of Z unless k = (n+2)/2 == 2 mod 4, or k = (n+3)/2 == 2 mod 4
(ef. [28]). From now on we assume that En,k (Z, 0) is holomorphic as a function of Z, and write En.k(Z) = En,k(Z, 0). To see the Fourier expansion of
En,k(Z,O), for a half-integral matrix B of degree ti over Z, we define the
Siegel series b(B, s) by

L

b(B,s) =

e(tr(BR))fJ(R)-S,

RESn(Q)/ s; (Z)

where fJ(R) = [RZ n + zn : Z"]. Furthermore we put
n

rn(s) =

II

Jrj/2 r(s

- (j - 1)/2),

j=1

where r(s) is Gamma function. For ap-adic number x put ep(x) = exp(2JrAx),
where x denotes a rational number such that x- x E Zp. To investigate the
Siegel series, for a prime number p and a half-integral matrix B of degree n
over Zp define the local Siegel series bp(B, s) by

bp(B, s) =

L

ep(tr(BR))fJp(R)-S,

RESn(Qp)/sn(Zp)

where fJp(R) = [RZ; + Z; : Z;]. Then we easily see that for a half-integral
matrix B of degree n over Z we have

b(B, s) =

II bp(B, s).
p

For a half-integral matrix B of even degree

ti

define

~p(B)

by
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Let B E H n (Zho with n even. Then we can write (-1)n/22 n det B = bBf~
with bB a fundamental discriminant and fB E Z>o. Furthermore, let XB =
(b:) be the Kronecker character corresponding to Q(J(-1)n/2detB)/Q.
k

We note that we have XB(p)

. H
with

=

=

~p(B)

for any prime p. Let Hi,

~

= H L ...s.H

( 1/2
0 1/2)
0
.

For a non-degenerate half-integral matrix B of degree n over Zp define a
polynomial IP(B, X) in X by

Then the following lemma is well known (e.g. [20], Lemma 1)
Lemma 2.1For a non-degenerate half-integral matrix B of degree n over
Zp there exists a unique polynomial Fp(B, X) in X over Z with constant
term 1 such that

Remark. For an element B E Hn(Zp) of rank m 2: 0, there exists an
element B E Hm(Zp) n GLm(Qp) such that B rv Bl.-O n- m. We note that
bp (B, s) does not depend on the choice of B (d. [20]). Thus we write this
as b~m) (B, s). Furthermore, F p (B, X) does not depend on the choice of B.
Then we put FJm)(B,X) = Fp(B,X). For an element B E Hn(Zho ofrank
m 2: 0, there exist an element B E Hm(Zho such that B rv Bl.-O n- m. Then
by the above remark b(B, s) does not depend on the choice of B. Thus we
write this as b(m)(B,s). Furthermore, detB does not depend on the choice
m
) = XiJ if m is
of B. Thus we put det(m) B = det B. Similarly, we write
even.

xk

Now for a semi-positive definite half-integral matrix B of degree 2n and
of rank m, we put
C2n,I(B)

= 2[(m+l)/2J

II FJrn)(B,pl-m-l)
p

x {

I1~=m/~+I ((1 +n2i (_l)(m

-1)/8

2l)L(1 + m/2 - l,
I1i=(m+l)/2 ((1 + 2z - 2l)

xkm ))

~f m ~s even.
If m IS odd

Here we make the convention FJm\B,pl-rn-l) = 1 and L(1+m/2-l,
((1 - l) if m = O. Then we have

xkm )) =

6
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Theorem 2.2. Let l be a positive even integer. Assume that l 2: n
l 2: n + 1 according as n == 1 mod 4 or not. Then we have

L

E 2n,z(Z) =

BE]-{2n

+3

or

c2n,z(B)e(tr(BZ)).

(Z) ';>0

Remark. C2n,1 (B) is a rational number, and any prime divisor of its denominator is not greater than (2l-1)1. This is a weaker version of Becherer's
result in [4].
3 Differential operators
In this section, following [5], [16], we introduce some differential operators
acting on the space of modular forms. Let X = (Xij h-~i<;rn,l<;j<;d be a matrix
of variables, and for 1 S; i, j S; m, put Lli

,

j

=

d

2

~ 8 {)8 J.v . A polynomial

v=l

xu..!

x

P(X) in X is called pluriharmonic if LlijP = 0 for any 1 S; i,j, S; m. Take a
polynomial mapping P(X l,X2) from M n ,21(C) x M n,2Z(C ) to C such that
D-l. P(X l, X 2) is pluriharmonic for each Xi (i = 1,2).
D-2. P(X lg,X2g) = P(X l , X2 ) for any g E O(2l), where O(2l) is the orthogonal group of degree 2l.
D-3. P(alX l, a2X2) = (det al)V(det a2)V P(X l, X 2) for aI, a2 E GLn(C).
Assume that l 2: n, Then there exists a unique polynomial mapping Q(W)
X l tX l XltX2))
. We note that
from S2n (C ) to C s.t P ( X l,X2) = Q (( X tX X tX
2 l 2 2
degQ = tu/, Let Z = (zijh<;i,j9n be a matrix of variables with Zij = Zji, and

we write

8~ij

6

= (1+2 ;j )

8~ij' and (lz)

=

(8~ij h<;i,j9n' For f E C

OO(H

2n)

we define DQ(f) and DQ(f) by

DQ(f)

=

Q(8~)(f)

and

DQ(f)
where we write Z

= (t ~~2

=

~22)

DQ(f)z ' F O,
with Zl, Z2 E

n,

and Z12 E M n (C).

We consider the action of the above operators on the Fourier series. Let

A = (aij)

E

2n
1i 2n . Then we have e(tr(AZ)) = exp(2Jr0( ~ aaj3zaj3)).
a,j3=l

Then we have

[)

~(e(tr(AZ))) = 2JrHaaj3e(tr(AZ)).
Ua

j3

Thus we have

DQ(e(tr(AZ)))

=

(2JrHt vQ(A)e(tr(AZ)).
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NowletZ=

(t~1 ~2)
12

7

L:

EH 2nasabove,andf(Z)=

a(A)e(tr(AZ)).

AE1-{2n (Z) 2:0

2

Then we have

_-

(2~/rv~l)nv

e (t r (A 1 Z 1 +A 2 Z))
2

"""'
Z::

-.L

A

"""'
Z::

Q(( AlR ~R))
A
a (( AlR ~R))
A
~t

2

REMn(Z)

2E1-{n(Z)2:0

"A

For / =

(ea d)b E GSPn(R) + put /

t

=

a Ob O)
0100
e
0 dO
( 0001

and /

-t

=

(1000)
OaOb
00 10 .
OeOd

We define the mapping c from SPn(R) x SPn(R) to SP2n(R) by

Furthermore, for a function f: H n x H n -----+ C,/I,/2 E SPn(R) we define

Then we have
Theorem 3.1. ([16])

VQ (f )[Z+v(r l , /2)

=

VQ (f [Zi (r l , /2))

Now we apply the above theorem to the modular forms. For a subspace
fiI offilr(r(n)) let fiI(9fi1 = {L: aij!i(Zdfj(Z2) (finite sum); Ii, fj E fiI, aij E
i,j

C}. Put Cq(s) = s(s + 1/2)··· (s + (q -1)/2). We choose Q = Q~,l such that
v

VQ~" (det Zr2) = (_l)nv

II (Cn(fJ,j2)Cn (l -

n + u - p,/2)),

1"=1

and put

o

_
V

Dn, z= DQv11,l .
o

This coincides with
Theorem 3.2.
o

~~,l

in [5]. Then by Theorem 3.1 we easily see

D~,z maps filr(r(2n)) to filH-v(r(n)) (9 filH-v(r(n)). Fur-

ihermore D~.z maps fill (r(2n)) into fill+v(r(n)) (9 fill+v(r(n)), and in particular if u > 0, its image is contained in <5!+v(r(n)) (9 <5 z+v(r(n)).

~t

2

.
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4 Pullback formula

Let L n = LQ(GSPn(Q)+,r(n)) denote the Hecke ring over Q associated
with the Heeke pair (GSPn(Q)+, r(n)). For each integer m define an element
T(m) of L n by
T(m)

where d l

, ... ,

=

dn , el, ... , en run over all positive integer satisfying

Furthermore, for i = 0, 1, ... , n and a prime number P, put
T i(p 2) = r(n) (1n_i-.lp1i-.lp21n_i-.lp1i)r(n).

As is well known, L n is generated over Q by all T(p) and T i(p2) (i = 1, ... , n).
We denote by L~ the subalgebra of L n generated by over Z by all T(p) and
T i(p2) (i = 1, ... ,n). Let T = r(n)Mr(n) be an element of L nI8iC. Write T as
T = U,r(n)i and for f E ~k(r(n)) define the Hecke operator IkT associated
to T as
flk T = det(M)k/2-(n+l)/2
flkr-

L
,

We call this action the Heeke operator as usual (d. [1].) If f is an eigenfunction of a Heeke operator T E L; I8i C, we denote by Af (T) its eigenvalue. We
call f E ~dr(n)) a Heeke eigenform if it is a common eigenfunction of all
Heeke operators. Furthermore, we denote by Q(f) the field generated over
Q by eigenvalues of all T E L n as in Section 1. As is well known, Q(f) is a
totally real algebraic number field of finite degree. Now, first we consider the
integrality of the eigenvalues of Heeke operators. For an algebraic number
field K, let D K denote the ring of integers in K.

Theorem 4.1. Let k 2: n + 1. Let f E 6 k(r(n)) be a common eigenfunction of all Heeke operators in L~. Then Af(T) belongs to DQ(f) for any
T E L~.
The above theorem is known in case n = 1,2 (d. [24]), and it seems more
or less well known also for general n. But for the readers' convenience, we
here give a proof to it. Let R be a subring of C. Let 6 k(r(n))(R) be the Zmodule consisting of elements of 6 k(r(n)) whose Fourier coefficients belong
to R. It is known that we have 6 k(r(n))(z) I8i C = 6 k(r(n)) (d. Shimura
[27]). Then Theorem 4.1 follows from the following proposition:

Proposition 4.2. Assume that k 2: n
T E L~ maps 6k(r(n))(R) to itself.
Proof. Let
f(z)

=

L
A>O

+ 1.

Let R be a subring of C. Any

a(A)e(tr(Az))
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be an element of 6k(r(n))(R). Then we have a(A) E R for any A. For a
element T E L~ put

jIT(z) =

L

aIT(A)e(tr(Az))

A>O

Let p be a prime number. First let T = T(p). Then we have

aIT(p)(A) = pnk-n(n+1)/2
x

where C; = GLn(Z) (e.g. Exercise 4.2.10 of Andrianov [1].) Thus aIT(p)(A)
belongs to R for any A. Next for a nonnegative integer m and an integer l
put
l
pm-l+i_1
TI ,=1 p'-l if l ~ 1
(3p(m,l) =
if l = 0
{ o1
if l < 0
For j = 0,1, ... , n put

where To(p2) = TO(p2) = r(n)1 2nr(n). The matrix ({3p(n-H1,j-t)h:'Oj,t:'On+1
is unimodular. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that aITj(p2)(A) E
R for any 0 ::; j ::; n and A > O. Now for a non-negative integers TO, T2 such
that TO + T2 ::; n, put

and

D ro,r2 = p-11ro-.l1n-ro-r2-.lp1r2·
Then, by Theorem 4.1 of Hafner and Walling [15], we have

a(A, A[GD;;~r2])a(A[GD;;~r2])'
where a(A, A[GD:;\,
]) is a certain integer determined by A and A[GD.:;\
].
0, 2
0, 2
(We note that the action of Heeke operators on the modular forms in their paper [15] is slightly different from ours. But the above statement is essentially

10
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the same as theirs.) Thus,

aITj (p2 )(A )

belongs to R, and we complete the

~~

D

Put

GSPn(Qp) = {M E GL 2n(Qp); In[M] = r;,(M)Jn with some r;,(M) E Q;},
and let L np = L(GSPn(Qp), GSPn(Qp) n GL 2n(Zp)) be the Heeke algebra
associated with the pair (GSPn(Qp), GSPn(Qp) n GL 2n(Zp)). Now assume
that f is a common eigenfunction of all Heeke operators, and for each prime
number P, let cto(p), ct1(p), .... , ctn(p) be the Satake parameters of L np determined by f. We then define the standard zeta function L(j, s, St) by
n

IIII{(1- p- 8)(1_ cti(p)p-8)(1- cti(p)-lp-sn -1.

L(j, s, St) =

p

i=l

Let nand l be integers satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2.2, and E 2n ,1(Z) =
E 2n,I(Z,0) the Eisenstein series in Section 2. We then define [2n,I,K;(zl, Z2) as
o

[2n,l,k(Zl, Z2)

=

(_1)1/2+1T n(27TR)I-k(l - n) V~Jl (E 2n ,I)(Zl , Z2),

L

where Zl, Z2 E H n . Let f(z) =

a(A)e(tr(Az)) be a Heeke eigenform

AE1-{n (Z) >0

in 6k(r(n)). For a positive integer m ::; k - n such that m == n mod 2 put

A(j, m, St) = (_1)n(rn+l)/2+12-4kn+3n2+n+(n-1)rn+2

xr (m + 1)II
i=l r
n

(

')
2k - n -

Z

L(j, m, s..t)

< I, f > 7T- n(n+1)/2+nk+(n+1)rn'

We note that all the Fourier coefficients of [2n,I,k(Zl, Z2) are rational and
any prime divisor of its denominator is not greater than (2l - I)!. Then the
following result is due to [3] and [25]:
Theorem 4.3. Let l, k and n be a positive integers. Assume that k and
l + n is even, and 3 ::; l ::; k - n or 1 ::; l ::; k - n accorrding as n == 1 mod 4
or not. Let f E 6 k(r(n)) be a common eigenfunction of all Heeke operators
in Ln. Then we have

< i, [2n,l+n,k( *, -2)) >= A(j, l, St)f(z).

For two semi-positive definite half-integral matrices A 1 , A 2 of degree n,
put

Congruence of Siegel modular forms
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where C2n,I(A) = (-1)1/2+I2- n (l - n)C2n,I(A) for A E 1i2n(Zho. Furthermore, for each semi-positive definite half-integral matrix Al put

L

FI,k;A l (Z2) =

EI,k(A I, A 2)e(tr(A2z2)).

A2E1-l n(Z)2-o

We note that FI,k;A l (Z2) belongs to IJJ1 k (r (n)), and

L

E2n,l,k(Zl , Z2) =

FI,k;A l (z2)e(tr(A Izd)·

A l E1-ln (Z) 2-0

In particular, if l

< k, FI,k;A (Z2) belongs to 6 k (r (n)), and
l

E2n,l,k(Zl , Z2)

L

=

FI,k;A l (z2)e(tr(A Izd)·

A l E1-ln (Z) >0

Take an orthogonal basis
Write

{fd1':'1

of6 k (r (n)) consisting of Heeke eigenforms.

ai(A)e(tr(Az)).

Now we compute the value A(j,l,St).

Theorem 4.4. In addition to the above notation and the assumption,
assume that l S; k - n - 2. Then for any positive definite half-integral matrix
Al of degree n we have
dl

FI+n,k;A l (z) =

L

A(Ji, l, St)ai(Adfi( -2).

i=l

Remark. Since Fk,k;A , (z) is not a cusp form, the above formula does not
hold for l = k - n. However, by modifying the above method, we can get a
similar formula for this case.

5 Congruence of modular forms
In this section we consider the congruence between the Heeke eigenvalues of
modular forms of the same weight. Let K be an algebraic number filed, and
D = D K the ring of integers in K. For a prime ideal f of D, we denote by D(Ij:l)
the localization of D at Ij:l in K. Let mbe a fractional ideal in K. If m= Ij:lei{)
with i{)D(Ij:l) = D(Ij:l) we write ordlj:l = e. We simply write ordlj:l(c) = ordlj:l((c))
for C E K. Then we have the following lemma.

12
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Lemma 5.1. Let !l, ....., fd be Heeke eigenforms in 6dr(n)) linearly
independent over C, and G an element of6 k(r(n)). Write
j;(z) =

L ati (A)e(tr(Az))
A

for i = 1, ..., d, and
G(z) =

L aG(A)e(tr(Az)).
A

Let K be the composite field of Q(!l), Q(h), ..., and Q(fd), and'o = 'oK·
Let III be a prime ideal of ,0. Assume that
(1) aG(A) belongs to 'o(Ill) for any A E 1i n (Zh o, and air (AI) E Delli) for
some Al E 1i n (Zh o.
(2) there exist CI, ... , ca E K such that ordlll (CI)

<0

and

d

G(z)

=

L Cdi(Z).
i=l

Then there exists i =1= 1 such that we have

for any T E L~.
Proof. The assertion for d = 2 has been proved in [23], and the general
case can easily be proved. But, for the readers' convenience, we here give a
proof. By assumption, we have d 2 2. We prove the assertion by the induction
on d. First let d = 2. Then we have

and
GlkT(Z) = ClAir (T)!l(z)

+ C2Ah (T)h(z)

for any T E L~. Thus we have

In particular, we have

Thus by assumption, we have

This proves the assertion for d
holds for d - 1. We have

= 2. Let d 2
d

G(z) =

3, and assume that the assertion

L Cdi(Z).
i=l

Congruence of Siegel modular forms
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If we have Aft (T) == Ajd(T) mod \p for any T E L~, the assertion holds.
Otherwise, take T E L~ such that Aft(T) =j. Ajd(T) mod \p. Then we have
d

GlkT(Z) = L, CiAj; (T)li(z).
;=1

Thus we have
d-1

GlkT(Z) - Ajd(T)G(z) = L,C;(Aj;(T) - Ajd(T))f;(z).
;=1

All the Fourier coefficients of the left- hand side belong to D(\p)' and ord\p (C1 (Aft (T)Ajd(T))) < O. Thus by the induction hypothesis, there exists an integer 2 :::;
i :::; d-1 satisfying the required condition.
Let f be a Hecke eigenform in 6 k(r(n)) and M be a subspace of 6 k(r(n))
stable under Heeke operators T E Ln. Assume that M is contained in (C1)J..,
where (C1)J.. is the orthogonal complement of Cf in 6 k (r (n)) with respect
to the Petersson product. A prime ideal \p of DQ(f) is called a congruence
prime of f with respect to M if there exists a Heeke eigenform gEM such
that
Aj(T) == Ag(T) mod ~
for any T E L~, where ~ is some prime ideal of DQ(f)Q(g) lying above \p. If
M = (C1) J.., we simply call \p a congruence prime of f.
Now we consider the relation between the congruence primes and the
standard zeta values. To consider this, we have to normalize the standard
zeta value A(j, l, St) for a Heeke eigenform f because it is not uniquely determined by the system of Heeke eigenvalues of f. We note that there is no
reasonable normalization of cuspidal Heeke eigenform in the higher degree
case unlike the elliptic modular case. Thus we define the following quantities: for a Heeke eigenform f(z) = LA aj(A)e(tr(Az)) in 6k(r(n)), let
'3j be the DQ(f)-module generated by all aj(A)'s. Then, by multiplying a
suitable constant C we may assume all aj(A)' s are elements of Q(j) with
bounded denominator. Then '3j is a fractional ideal in Q(j), and therefore,
so is A(j, l, St)'3} if l satisfies the condition in Theorem 4.3. We note that
this fractional ideal does not depend on the choice of c. In particular, if we
assume the multiplicity one property for the Hecke eigenforms, these values
are uniquely determined by the system of eigenvalues of f. We also note that
the value NQ(f) (A(j, l, St) )N('3 j)2 does not depend on the choice of c, where
N('3j) is the norm of the ideal '3j. Then by Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 5.1, we
have
Theorem 5.2. Let f be a Heeke eigenform in 6 k(r(n)). Let l be a positive
integer satisfying the condition in Theorem 4.4. Let \p be a prime ideal of D.
Assume that ord\p(A(j,l,St)'3}) < 0 and that it does not divide (2l- I)!.
Then \p is a congruence prime of f. In particular, if a rational prime number

D
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p divides the denominator of
some congruence prime of f.

NQ(J) (A(j,

l, St) )N(3 f)2, then p is divided by

Now for a Hecke eigenform f in '5k(r(n)), let ;tf denote the subspace
of '5 k (r( n)) spanned by all Heeke eigenforms with the same system of the
Heeke eigenvalues as f.
Corollary. In addition to the above notation and the assumption, assume
that '5dr(n)) has the multiplicity one property. Then III is a congruence prime
of f with respect to
In particular, if a rational prime number p divides
the denominator of N Q(J)(A(j,l,St))N(3f)2, thenp is divided by some congruence prime of f with respect to

;tY-.

;ty-

Remark. Let f be an elliptic cuspidal Heeke eigenform. In [17] and
[18], roughly speaking, we proved that prime divisors of the denominator of
L(j, m, St)/ < f, f > are congruence primes of I, and Theorem 5.2 is a natural generalization of this result. On the other hand, in [13], Hida proved that
prime divisors of the numerator of L(j, 1, St)/ n+ sr: are congruence primes
of i, where n+ and n- are certain periods arising from the Eichler-Shimura
cohomology. It seems difficult to generalize this result to Siegel modular forms
of higher degree.
6 A conjecture for the congruence of Saito-Kurokawa lift

Let J~~tP be the space of Jacobi cusp forms of weight k and of index 1 on
t-», and V : J~utP -----t '5k(r(2)) be the injection defined in Theorem 6.2
of Eichler and Zagier [9]. Then V(J~~lSP) is the Maass subspace of '5 k(r(2)),
which will be denoted by '5 k(r(2))*. Now we consider the congruence prime
of the Saito-Kurokawa lift with respect to ('5 k(r(2))*)1... Let '5 k- 1 / 2(ro(4))+
be the Kohnen plus subspace in '5 k - 1 / 2 (r o(4)). Then there exits an isomorphism W : '5 k - 1 / 2 (r o(4))+ -----t J~~lsP. For two modular forms g, h in
'5 k - 1 / 2 (r o(4))+, we define the Petersson product < g, h > as

< g, h >= ~

r

g(z)h(z)yk-s/2dxdy,

Jro(4)\ H
f(z) = 2::=1 af(m)e(mz) be
6

1

where z = x + yCIy. Let
a normalized Heeke
eigenform in '5 2k_ 2(r(l)). Let! be an element of the Kohnen plus space
'5 k - 1 / 2 (r o(4))+ corresponding to f via the Shimura correspondence. We note
that ! is uniquely determined, up to constant multiple, by f. Put j = V 0
W(!), and call it the Saito-Kurokawa lift of f. We note that we have Q(j) =
Q(j) = Q(j). Furthermore, we have 31 = 31' where 31 is the DQ(fl-module
generated by all the Fourier coefficients of f.
For a Dirichlet character X, let L(j, s, X) be the Hecke L-function of f
twisted by X define by as follows:
00

L(j,s,X)

=

L
m=l

af(m)x(m)m- s .
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In particular, if X is the principal character we write L(j, s, X) as L(j, s). Put
Dj+) = (21Ty'=I)-1 L(j, 1), and Dj-) = (21Ty'=I)-2 L(j, 2). For j = ±, 1 S
l S 2k - 3, and a Dirichlet character X such that X(-I) = j(-I)I-1, put
L(f l

, ,x

)

=

(21Ty'=I)-1 r(l)L(j, l, X)
DU)

In paricular, put L(j, l) = L(j, l, X) if X is the principal character. Furthermore, for positive integers 1 S m, m' S 2k - 3, put
C(j m m') =
L(j, m)L(j, m')
"
(21Ty'=I)m+m < t, f >
f

Then it is well-known that L(j, l, X) belongs to the field Q(j)(X) generated
over Q(j) by all the values of X, and that C(j, m, m') E Q(j) if m - m' is
odd (cf. Shimura [26].)
Let j be the Saito-Kurokawa lift of f. Then we have
2

u], s, St) = ((s) II L(j, s + k -

i).

i=l

According to the numerical data in [19], we expect that a prime ofthe numerator of algebraic part of a certain L-value of f is related to the congruence
of j. In fact, we would propose the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Let III be a prime ideal of Q(j) not dividing (2k -I)!. Then
III is a congruence prime of j with respect to (<5 k (r(2)) *) .L if and only if III
divides the numerator of L(j, k).

Remark. The "if part" of the above conjecture is a special case of
Harder's conjecture (d. [11], [12] .) We also note that this is an analogue
of the Doi-Hida-Ishii conjecture concerning the congruence primes of the
Doi-Naganuma lifting [8].
Remark. We can also formulate the above conjecture by putting Dj =
L(j, l) for an even positive integer 4 S l S k - 4. There might be another
formulation of the conjecture in terms of the periods in Hida [14].
In this paper, we give some partial result for this conjecture.
Theorem 6.1. Let the notation be as above. Let III be a prime ideal of
Q(j) not dividing (2k - I)!. Assume that
(1) III divides L(j, k)
(2) III is not a congruence prime of f
(3) III does not divide L(j, k - 1, XD)D for some fundamental discriminant
D < 0, where XD is the Kronecker character corresponding to the extension
Q(vD)/Q
(4) III does not divide C(j, 2m + k - 2, 2m + k - 1)((1- 2m) for some integer
2 S m S k/2 - 2.

Hidenori Katsurada
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Then \p is a congruence prime of

j with respect to

('5k(r(2))*)~.

Remark. We expect that the above assertion holds without assuming
the conditions (2),(3), and (4).

Proof. By the above consideration, for 2 ::; m ::; k/2 - 2 have

A(fA

S)= C
((1 - 2m)£(f, 2m + k - 2)£(f, 2m + k - 1)
,2m, -.1
k,rn
7T-3+2k+4rn < j, j >
'

where Ck,rn is a rational number whose numerator and d~nominator are not
divisible by a prime number greater than 2k - 2. Let f be an element of
the Kohnen plus space '5 k - 1 / 2 (r o(4))+ corresponding to f via the Shimura
correspondence. Then by Kohnen and Skoruppa [21], we have

r(k)£(f, k)
(27T)k
We also have '3f
have

<

i,j >.

= '3f. On the other hand, by Kohnen and Zagier [22]' we

cf(IDI)2

<

= 3. Tk+3 < j, j >

l.I >

r(k - 1)IDl k - 3 / 2 £(f, k - 1, XD)
7T k - 1 < I.! >

By the assumption (3), we have

Thus by the assumptions (1), we have

=

ord\p(C(f, 2m + k - 2, m

+k -

1)((1 - 2m)L(f, k)-l) < 0

for some 2 ::; m ::; k/2 - 2. Thus by Theorem 5.2 and the assumption (2), we
easily see that \p is a congruence prime of j with respect to ('5 k (r(2)) *) ~. This
completes the proof.
D

Remark. In [6], Brown has got a result similar to above.
Remark. We can formulate this type of conjecture for the congruence
primes of the Ikeda lifting.
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